
Extra needed for this card:
Collectables: COL1474 (Eline’s 
Cute Fox), COL1475 (Eline’s 
Owl), COL1509 (Bagtopper 
Bow by Marleen, used for gold-
coloured butterflies), COL1514 
(Air Balloon by Marleen), 
Craftables: CR1538 (Slimline 
Banners), CR1597 (Basic Circles 
by Marleen), Florence card: 
raffia (002), rose (017), pink 
(019), cupid (023), sky (044), 
spa (060), Card: light pink

Extra needed for this card: 
Collectables: COL1489 (Eline’s 
Hamster), COL1513 (Watching 
Stars by Marleen), COL1514 
(Air Balloon by Marleen), 
Craftables: CR1583 (Slimline 
Grass-Horizons-Clouds), 
Florence card: asparagus (004), 
grapefruit (008), pink (019), 
cupid (023), water (047), steel 

(052), anthracite (095), Pretty Papers design paper A4-pad, 
double-sided: K9174 (Springtime, light green used)

Extra needed for this card: 
Collectables: COL1437 (Eline’s 
Mice Family), COL1513 
(Watching Stars by Marleen), 
Craftables: CR1583 (Slimline 
Grass-Horizons-Clouds), 
Florence card: raffia (002), 

asparagus (004), grapefruit (008), water (047), steel (052), 
anthracite (095), Pretty Papers design paper A4-pad, double-
sided: PK9174 (Springtime, light green used), Card: light pink

The Collection #115

Marleen van der Most
handmadebymarleen.blogspot.com
 
Materials used for all cards:
Craftables: CR1596 (Congratulations Circle by Marleen), Die cut and embossing machine, Text stamps: CS1079 (Wishes by Marleen), 
VersaMark ink, Embossing powder: white (Stampendous EP100), Heat tool, Pretty Papers design paper A4-pad, double-sided: 
PK9175 (Rainbow), Florence card: lemon yellow (005), mango (010), black (096), white (097), Card: light brown, kraft light brown, 
Decoration paper: CA3126 (gold), Velvet card: white, Vellum, Gel pen: white, Hemp cord: white, Colouring pencil: pink, Adhesive 
pearls: CA3132 (white), Rhinestones: CA3163 (ice blue)

General instructions:
- Draw a white dot in the eyes of the animals and on their noses and colour their cheeks with a pink colouring pencil.
- Adhere the text banner with a hemp cord bow partially behind it.
- Complete the card with adhesive flat-backed pearls and rhinestones.

Cut a 21 x 10 cm single-fold velvet card. Die cut the long die of 
the Slimline banners from design paper with clouds and adhere.
Die cut basic circles in the card colours ‘sky’ and ‘spa’, and one 
from plain design paper. Die cut the text circle from pearly white 
card, adhere all the circles together to the card.
Die cut the balloon, owl and fox from different colours. 
Assemble and adhere.
Cut light green 5.7 x 1.8 cm plain design paper, stamp a text 
with transparent VersaMark ink, work with embossing powder 
and melt it with a heat tool. 
Die cut clouds and butterflies and adhere.

Cut a 15 x 15 cm top-fold velvet card, 14.5 x 14.5 cm from the 
card colour ‘water’ and 14 x 14 cm from ‘steel’. Adhere to the 
card. Die cut the clouds from vellum, the rolling landscape from 
light green design paper and tear green checkered design paper 
of approx. 15 x ca. 2.5 cm. 
Die cut the balloon and hamster from different colours, assemble 
and adhere.
Cut 4.5 x 2.3 cm plain blue design paper, stamp a text with 
transparent VersaMark ink, work with embossing powder and 
melt it with a heat tool. 
Die cut clouds, stars and the planet, assemble and adhere.

Cut a 15 x 10.5 cm velvet card, and 14.5 x 10 cm from the card 
colour ‘water’ and 14 x 9.5 cm from ‘steel’. Adhere to the card.
Die cut clouds from vellum, the rolling landscape from light 
green and tear a 15 x approx. 2 cm strip from green checkered 
design paper and adhere.
Die cut the mouse from different colours, assemble and adhere.
Die cut the stars and rocket, assemble and adhere.
Die cut 7.5 x 1.7 cm plain blue design paper, stamp a text with 
transparent VersaMark ink, work with embossing powder and 
melt with a heat tool. 



Extra needed for this card: 
Collectables: COL1479 (Eline’s 
Babies), COL1514 (Balloon by 
Marleen), Craftables: CR1569 
(Slimline Distressed, set 
of 7), Text stamps: CS1051 
(Handgeschreven Baby), Mask 
stencil: PS8129 (Slimline 
Stars), Distress ink: kitsch 
flamingo, salty ocean, tea 
dye, VersaMark ink, Embossing 
powder: white, Heat tool, Card: 
kraft, Vellum

Extra needed for this card: 
Collectables: COL1437 (Eline’s 
Mice), COL1513 (Watching 
Stars by Marleen), Craftables: 
CR1537 (Slimline Frames), 
CR1594 (Punch die-Alphabet), 
Mask stencil: PS8128 (Zodiac 
Signs), Distress ink: black 
soot, hickory smoke, peacock 
feathers, spun sugar, Card: 
black and holographic 

White base card: cut off 10 cm along an A4-sheet of velvet card 
and fold the large part in half. Die cut the Slimline die from 
velvet card and work with distress ink. Set aside to dry.
Die cut the parts for the baby from velvet card and work with 
distress ink. Assemble the baby.
Die cut the balloon from velvet card and the basket from kraft 
card. Stamp the text with transparent VersaMark ink and work 
with embossing powder and a heat tool. Then apply distress ink. 
Die cut the bunting banners from vellum and adhere to the 
balloon.
Complete the card.
 

White base card: cut off 10 cm along an A4-sheet of velvet card 
and fold the large part in half. Die cut the largest Slimline frame 
from velvet card and adhere.
Die cut the smaller Slimline frame with decorative edge from 
velvet card as well and work with different colours of distress 
ink. Then work it with the mask stencil and white ink. Set aside 
to dry.
Die cut the parts for the mouse from velvet card and work with 
distress ink. Assemble the mouse.
Die cut the parts of COL1513 from velvet card, black card, and 
holographic card. Work the velvet card with distress ink and 
assemble the figures.
Die cut the letters from velvet card.
Adhere all layers to the card as per example given and decorate 
with rhinestones.

Rianne Smal
instagram.com/smalrianne
 
Materials used for all cards:
Die cut and embossing machine, Velvet card: white, Distress ink: picked raspberry, White ink: Hero Hues Unicorn, Rhinestones: 
CA3165 (fuchsia)



Materials: 
Creatables: LR0743 (Silhouette 
Fairy & Butterflies), LR0767 
(Scallop Square), LR0768 
(Text Sterkte), Stamping ink 
Archival: jet black, Decoupage 
sheet: IT614 (Serenity), Pretty 
Papers design paper pad: 
PK9180 (Serenity), Metallic 
pearl card: CA3166, Double-
sided craft tape: LR0014 (10 

cm wide), Hemp cord: black, Adhesive pearls: CA3166 (white)

Materials: 
Creatables: LR0768 (Text 
Sterkte), Stamp: TC0898 (Tiny’s 
Border-Blowball), Stamping 
ink Archival: jet black, Distress 
Oxide ink: Victorian velvet, 
Mask stencil A4: PS8114 
(Squares & Stars), Double-sided 
craft tape: LR0014 (10 cm 
wide), Fine liner: black

Materials:
Mask stencil A4: PS8115 
(Circles & Hearts), Stamp: 
TC0864 (Tiny’s Border-
Callas), Text stamps: CS1041 
(Condoleance), Stamping ink 
Archival: jet black, Distress 
ink: bundled sage, forest moss 
en fossilized amber, Distress 
Oxide ink: bundled sage, Fine 
liner: black

Materials: 
Stamp: TC0897 (Tiny’s Stairway 
to Heaven), Mask stencil: 
PS8081 (Slimline Dots), Text 
stamps: CS1041 (Condoleance), 
Stamping ink Archival: jet 
black, Distress ink: stormy sky, 
Distress Oxide ink: stormy sky 

Use a 14.5 x 14.5 cm single-fold card from pearl paper and 
adhere 14 x 14 cm design paper.
Cut a 7 x 15 cm strip from pearl paper and adhere 6.5 x 15 cm 
design paper. Wrap black hemp cord 5x around it and adhere the 
cord on the back. Adhere the strip to the card centrally.
Die cut the scalloped square together with the dotted square 
from pearl card. Die cut the square with straight sides and cut 
the picture from the decoupage sheet. Adhere to the card.
Die cut the text from pearl card and design paper and adhere 
together. 
Die cut two butterflies and adhere the words and butterflies to 
the card.

Use a white 15 x 15 cm single-fold card and adhere a 14.5 x 
14.5 cm card. 
Place the mask stencil with the square onto a white 13.5 x 13.5 
cm card and work the square with distress oxide ink, splash a 
few water droplets onto it and set aside to dry.
Stamp the blowball and draw a line around the card with a fine 
liner.
Adhere the layers together.
Die cut the text from black card. Cut off the first word and only 
adhere the second one.

Cut a white 15 x 15 cm single-fold card and adhere a green 14.5 
x 13.5 cm card. 
Cut a white 13.5 x 13.5 cm card, stamp the callas on the left 
and stamp the flowers onto masking tape too. Cut out neatly 
and adhere to the stamped image.
Place the mask stencil onto the card, colour in the circle with 
distress oxide ink and stamp a few droplets. Set aside to dry and 
remove the masking paper.
Colour in the flower with distress ink and draw a line around the 
card with a fine liner. Then adhere to the single-fold card.

Cut a white 9 x 14 cm card and stamp the staircase, butterflies 
and text.
Stamp the staircase and butterflies onto masking tape too. Cut 
them out neatly and adhere to the stamped images.
Cut a 2.5 cm Ø circle from masking tape and adhere at the end 
of the staircase. Work the card vaguely with distress oxide ink 
and then make clouds with the same ink and the mask stencil. 
Remove the masking papers and colour in the staircase and 
butterflies with distress ink.
Apply a little of the same distress ink to the white circle too.
Then adhere to a 10.5 x 15 cm white single-fold card.

Door Anja Zom
anjazomkaartenblog.blogspot.nl

Materials used for all cards:
Die cut and embossing machine, 

General instructions for die cutting texts:
Before die cutting stick double-sided tape behind the card and/or paper, this makes adhering the small lines of the text easier.



Sigrid Klingenberg 
sigridklingenberg.blogspot.nl 

Materials used for all cards:
Creatables: LR0435 (Petra’s Poinsettia), LR0549 (Tiny’s Holly), LR0769 (Twig with Berries), LR0550 (Tiny’s Larix), Die cut and 
embossing machine, Art stamps: MM1631 (Hallo Herfst), Stamping ink: black, Distress ink (Ranger): forest moss, gathered twigs, 
pine needles, rustic wilderness, Material to apply ink (daubers, sponges etc.), Decoupage sheet Els: EWK1292 (Winter Mini’s), Pretty 
Paper design paper pad: PK9158 (Forest Dream), Papicolor card: pearly white (930), Card: different shades of green, kraft, red, Pearl 
paper: CA3166 (white), Gesso: white, Rhinestones: CA3136, Shaker material (seed beads, etc.), Shaker snow: LR0028 
 
General instructions: 
Use black ink to stamp the texts onto pearly white card. Cut them out, adhere to kraft card and trim leaving a 2.5 cm border. 
Die cut the green parts from green shades, work them with distress ink forest moss, gathered twigs, pine needles and rustic 
wilderness. Die cut the white poinsettias from pearl paper. Colour in the heart with distress ink bundled sage.  
Die cut the red poinsettia from red card. Apply distress ink crackling campfire, rusty hinge to the edges and forest moss to the tips.  
Die cut the brown twigs from kraft card. Work the edges of the card and die-cut parts white gesso.

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1584 (Slimline-3 
Circles), Creatables: LR0683 
(Pine Branch set), Distress ink: 
crackling campfire, rusty hinge, 
Shaker window: LR0032 (circle)

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1585 (Slimline-3 
Squares), Creatables: LR0726 
(Christmas Garland), Distress 
ink: bundled sage, Shaker 
window: LR0044 (Mini 
Square)

Die cut the Slimline die with circles from two different design 
papers. Cut one off at 9 cm (from the bottom) and adhere to the 
other one. Use double-sided tape to fix a shaker window behind 
the top and bottom circle. 
Cut out the pictures with a margin. Place snow and seed beads 
onto them centrally and then adhere the design paper with the 
windows carefully on top. Layer design paper behind the circle 
in the centre. 
Die cut the Slimline die with decorative border from pearl paper 
and mount the design paper with the windows on top. Then 
adhere to a 10 x 21 cm single-fold kraft card. 
Complete the card as per example given.

Die cut the Slimline die from design paper. Use double-sided 
tape to adhere a shaker window behind the square in the centre. 
Cut out the pictures with a margin. Place snow and seed beads 
onto the picture for the central square. Then adhere the design 
paper with the window. 
Die cut the Slimline die with decorative border from kraft. 
Adhere the die-cut squares into the top and bottom square. Then 
adhere all layers to a 10 x 21 cm single-fold card from pearl 
paper.  
Complete the card as per example given. 



Extra needed for this card:
Collectables: COL1508 
(Bagtopper XOXO by Marleen- 
Banner used), Craftables: 
CR1478 (Poinsettia by 
Marleen), Creatables: LR0550 
(Tiny’s Larix), LR0767 (Scallop 
Square-set), Text stamps: 
CS1037 (Hello Winter), 
Stamping ink: Inkon3 – 

Blackout Hybrid Detail, Distress ink: picket fence, Decoupage 
sheet: MB0199 Mattie’s Mooiste (Foxes), Card: light yellow, pine 
green, grey green, dark brown, Wax cord

Cut a greyish green 14.5 x 14.5 cm top-fold card and a 13.5 
x 13.5 cm pearl card. Die cut the largest scallop square from 
design paper. Cut a 11.5 x 11.5 cm pearl card and die cut the 
square with punched holes. Die cut the smaller square from 
design paper.
Die cut the picture with the smallest scallop square, adhere to 
design paper and then to the card raised with foam tape.
Die cut the poinsettia from light yellow, the twigs from pine 
green and the larix from dark brown card. Work the larix after 
embossing with distress ink picket fence. 
Die cut two banners from design paper, stamp the text and tie 
wax cord through the hole.

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1595 (Merry 
Christmas Circle by Marleen), 
CR1597 (Basic Circles by 
Marleen), Creatables: LR0539 
(Petra’s Amaryllis), LR0554 
(Tomte Gnome), LR0736 
(Tiny’s Pines), Decoupage 
sheet: VK9595 (Gnomes), Card: 
light grey, medium grey, aqua 

green, Pretty Papers design paper A4-pad, double-sided: PK9172 
(Frozen Winter), Circle cutter, Adhesive pearls

Use a circle cutter to cut two 15 cm Ø circles from aqua green 
card. Score a line at 3.5 cm on one of them, fold over and 
adhere this glue strip to the other circle. Cut off a small strip 
from the bottom of the back panel, now the card can stand up 
straight. Adhere a 14 cm Ø circle from pearl paper.
Die cut the scallop circle from design paper and the picture with 
the inner circle of the Christmas circle and adhere to an 8.9 cm 
circle from pearl paper. Die cut the Christmas circle from plain 
design paper. Adhere the picture to this circle with foam tape 
and then to scallop circle, raised with foam tape too.
Die cut the twigs from aqua green card and the berries from 
plain design paper. Die cut the amaryllis from pearl paper, 
work with distress ink evergreen bough and complete with an 
adhesive flat-backed pearl. Die cut two trees from design paper 
and adhere overlapping. Die cut the parts of the gnome from 
plain design paper and light and dark grey card and assemble.

Tineke van der Linden
tinekeskaartenhoekje.blogspot.nl 
 
Materials used for all cards:  
Die cut and embossing machine, Creatables: LR0769 (Twig with Berries), Pretty Papers design paper A4-pad, double-sided: PB7059 
(Eline’s Autumn Wispers), Metallic paper: CA3166 (pearl)



Extra needed for this card:
Collectables: COL1507 (Text 
Banners), Craftables: CR1476 
(Punch die-Holly), Creatables: 
LR0693 (Anja’s Circle XS, 
Leaves used), LR0767 (Scallop 
Square), Art stamps: MM1630 
(Hello Fall), Text stamps: 
CS1102 (Peekaboo Snowman), 
Mica, Paint: white, Rope: 

brown, Shaker snow: LR0028 

Work a 12 x 12 cm single-fold kraft card and an 11.5 x 11.5 cm 
white card as indicated in the general instructions.
Cut 8 x 11.25 cm and 8.25 x 8.25 cm design paper.
Stamp the image and colour in.
Die cut the scallop square with the window from white card. 
Adhere mica with double-sided tape around the back of the 
window. Then adhere 3D-tape all around the back of the mica.
Place shaker material in the centre of the image and then 
position the card with the window on top. 
Die cut a label, stamp a text and tie rope through the hole.
Die cut white holly and leaves from kraft.

Extra needed for these ATC-
cards:
Art stamps+dies set: CS1101 
(ATC), Stamps: CS1103 
(Peekaboo Winter Animals), 

Masking tape

Extra needed for this card:  
Craftables: CR1476 (Punch die-
Holly), CR1563 (Slimline Mini-
Windows), Creatables: LR0693 
(Anja’s Circle XS-Leaves used), 
Stamps: CS1102 (Peekaboo 

Snowmen), Text stamps: CS1037 (Hello Winter by Marleen), 
Paint: white, Rope: brown

Die cut CS1101 from kraft and white card and stamp the text 
with Archival stamping ink jet black onto the back of the 
ATC-cards. Work the white cards as indicted in the general 
instructions. Die cut a rectangle (CS1101) from three different 
sheets of design paper, then use the semi-circle die (CS1101) to 
cut off a part. Die cut three labels (CS1101) from white card and 
stamp the texts. Stamp the peekaboo winter animals (CS1103). 
Stamp them onto masking tape too, cut out and position on top 
of the stamped images. Stamp snowflakes around the animals 
and remove the tape.

Mini Slimline single-fold card: use an A4-sheet of pearly white 
card. Cut off a 13.5 cm strip and fold the larger part in half.
Die cut CR1563 from design paper and pearly white card.
Stamp the white card as indicated in the general instructions.
Cut a square from design paper to adhere behind the window.
Stamp and die cut the snowmen, adhere behind the open 
window, slightly overlapping and raised with 3D-glue. 
Die cut the label and stamp the text. Tie rope through the hole.
Die cut white holly and leaves from kraft.

Neline Plaisier
neline-mycardcreations.blogspot.com 
 
General instructions: 
Stamp the snowflake and the word ‘winter’ (MM1631) with Archival stamping ink sky blue and work the edges of the white card with 
distress ink tumbled glass. Stamp with Archival stamping ink jet black: the texts onto the labels and the images onto PCP-paper.
Colour in the images with Copic markers or another colouring medium and die cut or hand cut. Die cut the leaves (LR0693) from 
kraft and work the edges after die cutting with white paint. Complete the cards with self-adhesive flat-backed pearls.

Materials used for all cards:
Die cut and embossing machine, Art stamps: MM1631 (Hallo Herfst), Stamping ink Archival: jet black, sky blue, Distress ink: tumbled 
glass, Pretty Papers design paper A4-pad, double-sided: PK9172 (Frozen Winter), Papicolor card: Original pearly white (930), 
Recycled kraft grey (322), Perfect colouring paper (PCP), Copic markers or another colouring medium, Rhinestones: CA3136
 


